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EDITORIAL

W

IS WITH US after years of waiting, but we think the result was well worth it. The

Arts class has posed many problems of remarkable complexity which were barely
foreseen at the outset by many of us – problems of analysis, definition and citation
order, of schools, movements, styles and periods, of preferred placings and alternatives – to
say nothing of the sheer scope of the class and the size of its vocabulary. As an intellectual
task, the classification of the Arts has proved to be fully as testing as any of the sciences to
date. Jack Mills and Colin Ball are to be warmly congratulated on bringing this volume to
publication. It should also be noted that this is the first to be printed from pdf files submitted
to the publishers. Here we see the first results of the new software prepared by Paul Coates;
Leonard Will has also given invaluable help with the production of these files. This sets the
pattern for the future and should speed up production and delivery of further classes.
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It is far to soon to expect a detailed and considered review; we hope to have one in the next
issue of the Bulletin. The outline of Class W was presented in the previous issue (the text has
not been changed) and in this one there are a few notes to whet your appetite if you have not
seen the volume already.
The Annual General Meeting
The AGM in November 2006 was the first for many years (or ever?) not attended by Jack
Mills, who was unwell. He had been due to give a talk after the meeting, but this was replaced by an impromptu question-and-answer session hosted by officers of the Committee. The
Bulletin’s Editor was also unable to attend, so there is, unfortunately, no report of the meeting
other than the formal minutes. We hope that ‘normal service’ will be resumed next year.
Time and Place
There is said to be a time and place – or is it place and time? – for everything, and the everimaginative and very practical librarians in Cambridge are busily devising schedules for
History which fit the literature in their collections and suit the way in which the subject is
taught there. These are based on the old draft schedules derived from BC1, and Karen
Begg’s and Liz Russell’s article makes interesting reading.
It has also prompted your Editor to muse on the History schedules in BC1 and their revision
and publication in BC2 together with their relationship to Auxiliary Schedule 2 for Place.
Do you remember — the days when BC2 existed, if at all, in those Penultimate Draft
Schedules, laboriously typed and reproduced on a spirit duplicator, with purple ink which
fades if not kept away from the light? (Do you still use some of those schedules? Don’t
answer that!) We have come a long way since then, striving to find the best way to prepare
schedules which not only display the classification accurately and in a form which is visually
helpful and acceptable (and even pleasing if possible), but also make the maximum use of
computer technology in schedule and index production. These pages show some examples of
the different styles. Class W has the most recent refinements, and the Committee will be
interested to hear users’ views about the appearance of the volume as well as the Arts classification per se.
Amendments to BC2
One of the prime reasons for the Bulletin was to provide a ready means of communicating
extensions and corrections to the classification. It was hoped that users would generously
submit their amendments to existing schedules together with suggestions for new subjects
and terminology for consideration by the Committee and the Editor of the scheme, to be
promulgated through the Bulletin for the benefit of all. Over the years very little indeed has
been received, and we wish better use could be made of this channel. There is a token
collection of additions to the index to Class T this year, as a gentle reminder. More, please.
It’s your Bulletin — Sometimes it may look (and it certainly often feels) as if the Editor has
had to write more than half of it. That is not how it should be, so please continue to send in
your contributions of news and views, however large or small, and help make it a more
stimulating and readable publication for all.
Tony Curwen
Aberystwyth, July 2007
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BLISS CLASSIFICATION ASSOCIATION
Annual General Meeting 2006
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of the Bliss Classification Association held at 2.15
p.m. on 24 November 2006 in the New Seminar Room, University of London Library, Senate
House, Malet Street, London.
Present: Vanda Broughton (in the chair) (University College, London)
Jean Aitchison (personal member)
Colin Ball
Richard Crabtree (University of London Library)
Angela Haselton (Tavistock & Portman NHS Trust)
David Johnson (minutes) (St Peter’s College, Oxford)
Jeremy Larkin (NCH)
David Legg (SearchEvent)
Helen Mackin (Barnardo’s)
Julie Robinson (Audit Commission)
Elizabeth Russell (personal member)
Alan R. Thomas
Leonard Will (Willpower Information)
Joanna Wood (Cafcass / Barnardo’s).
1.

Apologies
Jack Mills, Eric Coates, Tony Curwen, Frank Emmott, Marion MacLeod.

2.

Minutes of the meeting of 25 November 2005.
The Minutes of the previous meeting were approved as a correct record.
Proposed: Angela Haselton Seconded: Elizabeth Russell

3.

Matters arising from the meeting of 25 November 2005.
4.4: It was noted that it had been stated at the previous meeting that both Class C
(Chemistry) and Class W (Arts) were in an advanced state of preparation, and that
Class C would be published during the year 2005-6. In fact, Class W had been
completed and sent to the publishers. There were no other matters arising not covered
elsewhere on the agenda.

4.

Progress of BC2: Editor’s report
Vanda Broughton summarised recent progress on behalf of Jack Mills. During the
last seven years, there had been a hiatus in publication. In large part, this resulted
from technical difficulties with the software used in the production of new schedules.
These difficulties were now satisfactorily resolved with the delivery of new software.
It was anticipated that this would permit the rapid production of several new schedules in the next 12-18 months.
CLASS C CHEMISTRY: Production of this class had been particularly arduous.
Difficulties had resulted from the proliferation of new chemical compounds. New
software for the production of an alphabetic index had shown further inconsistencies,
3
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irregularities, and duplication. However, the schedule was now more or less complete. It was anticipated that camera-ready copy would be delivered to the publishers
in December 2006 or January 2007.
CLASS GS APPLIED BIOLOGY: Now more or less complete in electronic form.
Does not now require much to bring it to its final state.
CLASS W THE ARTS: This class had been delivered to the publishers and printing
had begun on 21 October. Publication was expected in January 2007.
CLASS WQ-WS MUSIC: Jean Aitchison and Vanda Broughton are working to
revise this schedule. Considerable revision is needed since previous revisions were
last undertaken during the 1970s. It is intended to produce an integrated classification
and thesaurus. Facet analysis will provide the basis for the development of a
controlled vocabulary. This will give BC2 the key advantage in meeting future
information needs. However, previous schedules had not been compiled with the
creation of a thesaurus in mind. New rules would be needed for compilers of
schedules, with modifications in the software used in their production, in order to
allow for thesaurus production in future.
5.

Physical production and publication of the schedules
It was noted that the BCA’s publisher K.G. Saur had been acquired by Gale, a
subsidiary of Thomson. They would continue to produce the schedules under the
Saur imprint. In future, the text of the preliminaries and introduction, schedule and
index, would be submitted as PDF documents to the publishers. This would lead to
higher quality and swifter production of new volumes. Class W had been successfully
produced in this way.

6.

Finance and membership: Treasurer’s report
6.1
As in previous years, the Association had received a gift from an anonymous
donor. He was thanked for his generosity.
6.2
There had been little change in the overall financial position. Income from
royalties had fallen (because of the failure to publish new schedules), and no income
for institutional subscriptions had been received for 2005-6 (because, due to work
pressures, the Treasurer had been unable to issue invoices to institutions). It was
anticipated that the situation would improve in the coming year because of the
publication of new schedules, and because the invoices to institutions were now being
issued.
6.3

The financial position of the BCA on 1st August 2006 was:
Current Account
Reserve Account
Nationwide Account
Total

102.95
395.69
6448.23
6946.87
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6.4
The Biblioteca servizi bibliografici della Regione Toscana at Florence had
joined the Association as a new institutional member; Mr David Legg had joined as a
new personal member. The BCA had 71 members in total.
6.5
7.

Publicity material about the BCA was available from the Treasurer.

BC Bulletin
Vanda Broughton thanked those who had contributed to the Bulletin on behalf of the
editor, Tony Curwen. She extended an invitation for future contributions, on the
editor’s behalf. It was especially useful to have contributions from users of the
Scheme.

8

Auditor’s election
8.1
Ken Best was thanked for his work as Auditor on behalf of the Association.
He had signified his willingness to continue in office.
8.2
Ken Best was nominated for election as Auditor for the year 2006-7 by Angela
Haselton, seconded by Elizabeth Russell, and elected unanimously.

9.

Committee Elections
9.1
Five Committee members were due for re-election: Jean Aitchison, Richard
Crabtree, Tony Curwen, Frank Emmott and Angela Haselton.
9.2
A letter had been received from Frank Emmott. He had moved to the
Pennines and was no longer involved in classification on a daily basis. He noted that
he had greatly enjoyed his 18 years as a member of the Committee, but felt that in his
changed circumstances he did not wish to seek re-election.
9.3
Leonard Will, currently a co-opted member of the Committee, was willing to
stand for election.
9.4
Jean Aitchison, Richard Crabtree, Tony Curwen, Angela Haselton and
Leonard Will were nominated for election or re-election to the Committee by Vanda
Broughton, seconded by David Johnson, and elected unanimously.
9.5
Elizabeth Russell agreed to be co-opted as a member of the Committee once
again.
9.6
Jack Mills had asked Vanda Broughton to pass on his thanks to the members
of the Committee and especially to its officers: Vanda Broughton, Tony Curwen and
Angela Haselton.

13.

Any other business
Colin Ball suggested that a review copy of Class W be sent to ARLIS. He undertook
to check details of arts journals which would review the class.
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BLISS CLASSIFICATION ASSOCIATION
Consolidated Receipts and Payments for the Year Ending 31st July 2006
RECEIPTS
2005

Balance brought forward at 1st August

2006

4897.68
525.14
380.93

Deposit account
Current account
Reserve account

90.00
195.00

Subscriptions
Personal
Institutional

70.00
0.00

Royalties on 2nd edition (Bowker-Saur)

16.49

38.83

5806.57
219.36
387.69

64.40
120.75

Distribution from M & G (Charibond)
Alliance & Leicester share dividend

38.64
128.75

700.00

Donations
Anonymous gifts

300.00

88.14
6.76

Interest payments
Deposit (Nationwide) a/c
Reserve a/c

97.98
6.34

7107.63

7071.82

Current Assets at 31st July
2005
800.13
219.36
387.69
5806.87*

2006
Charibond (at cost)

842.75

Cash in Current account
Cash in Reserve account
Cash in Deposit (Nationwide) account

301.53
395.69
7133.30

7214.05*

8673.27

* The Hon. Editor apologises for the fact that the totals for the Current Assets were carelessly
mistranscribed in the last five years’ Bulletins. This was unchecked addition and cut-and-paste work
from one issue to the next. The correct figures were as follows:
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

9542.48

8508.29

9503.06

8086.17

6603.88

7214.05
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PAYMENTS
2005

2006

370.97

Committee expenses

133.04

AGM expenses

7.85

00.00

Stationery, postage and photocopying

0.00

40.00

Publicity

0.00

150.00

31.41

Bulletin expenses

0.00

96.58

BC2 expenses (computer equipment,
printer paper, publicity)

0.00

Balance in hand at 31st July
5806.57
219.36
387.69

General deposit account (Nationwide)
General current account
Clubs & Societies account

6332.35
208.65
394.03

6413.62

6935.03

7107.63

7071.82

Angela Haselton
Honorary Treasurer
40c Morpeth Road
LONDON
E9 7LD

Auditor's Report
I have examined the books, bank statements and other relevant papers of the Bliss Classification Association
and find the above statement of accounts to be correct.
Ken Best
Honorary Auditor
30 Cissbury Close
HORSHAM
West Sussex
RH12 5JT

19 November 2006
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A very brief look at

W

B

1

Y THE TIME this issue of the Bulletin appears, Class W, The Arts will have been

available for half a year and, one hopes, will have found its way into the hands of our
users and also many others who make a study of systems for the organization of
knowledge. The next issue should contain an article on the class by a reviewer who is well
versed in the literature of the arts and the problems it poses both to the librarian arranging a
physical collection on the shelves and also the person seeking to organize thesauri, abstracts,
indexes, databases and other resources, both on- and off-line. These notes are a stopgap
aiming to bring to the reader’s attention a selection of key features : it would be interesting to
hear which ones others would regard as especially significant.
Vocabulary. The vocabulary of the class is vastly greater than Bliss’s original, as evidenced
by the 60+ three-column pages of index, and not just because it includes many post 1950
developments.
Scope. Class W is wider than Bliss’s Class V, bringing in the performing arts – theatre,
cinema, broadcasting, etc. – that Bliss placed at the end of general literature in YX. (The
texts of plays, etc., considered as literature, remain in the literature class).
The key distinction between aesthetic (design) aspects of the arts in Class W and essentially
technological applications in Class U is strictly maintained throughout, so that, for example,
there is an extensive classification of architectural styles, elements and buildings, drawing
heavily upon building construction and engineering from the (as yet) unpublished Class U for
its notation. (It is sincerely hoped that these parts of Class U will not be changed between
now and its publication).
Pointers for future classes? A notable feature in the schedules is the generously enumerated
provision for art by cultures and tribes around the world, from ancient times to relatively
modern ones : Maya, pre-colonial Africa, Chinese dynasties... There are certainly things here
which could be considered for the History classes, and perhaps elsewhere.
Introduction. This follows the standard pattern found in all BC2 volumes. In particular, the
discussions of the scope of the arts and its place in a general classification (section 4), the
facet structure (6) and special problems in Class W (12) make essential reading and need to
be thoroughly understood before one starts to apply the scheme. Also —
Appendices. These are a new and very welcome feature. Some earlier volumes have
included Tables of subdivisions to be applied in specified parts of a class, and these ones do
the same but go very much further. In some ways they are complementary not only to the
main schedules but also to the discussions in the Introduction, and deserve to be studied
closely in conjunction with them.
Appendix 1 : Places and periods is in three parts. Part ‘A’ discusses the special relations
between place and period in the arts, and usefully summarises the treatment of place and
period in art history.

1

Bliss bibliographic classification. – 2nd completely revised and expanded ed. / Chief editors: J. Mills and
Vanda Broughton. Class W, The arts / edited by J. Mills and Colin Ball. – M„nchen : K. G. Saur, 2007. –
xxxix, 246 p. ; 28 cm. – ISBN13: 978-3-598-24335-6 (€ 98.00)
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Part ‘B’ deals with the place facet in the arts in considerable detail and provides, among other
things, for the division and subdivision of a country, subcultures within a region or country,
formerly integral regions which are now independent entities, etc., and gives not only
explanations but also some tables of general subdivisions.
Part ‘C’ deals similarly with the period facet in the arts, from prehistoric times to the present,
with tables and instructions for the narrower division of millennia and centuries, down to
quarters and decades of modern times.
Appendix 2 deals with the thorny question of movements, schools, styles and historical influences and revivals. This problem, which was a major area of difficulty in the preparation of
the class, is considered in more theoretical terms in section 12.37 of the Introduction, and
here from the practical viewpoint of assigning classmarks.
Appendix 3 : Alternatives deals with the eight most important alternatives to be found in the
class. This is a most welcome improvement in presentation. Schedules in earlier volumes
were cluttered with alternatives which break the flow of the classification in its standard,
preferred form. On occasion it could be difficult to see where they end, and when there are
multiple alternatives, sometimes end-on, and at other times embedded, one within another,
they could easily prove confusing to the unwary classifier.
In Class W significant alternatives now appear at their places in the schedule as before, but
the user is referred to Appendix 3 for an explanation of use and examples. This feature will
be adopted and developed as a standard for BC2 in future.
Appendix 4: Subdivision of an individual artist. At first glance this looks like a typical
Library of Congress Classification table for works of and about an author, etc., but that is an
illusion. In the first place, LCC commonly provides a series of tables of varying degrees of
detail to suit the amount of literature published on a person – up to that point. It doesn’t work
so well for recent authors and artists who may or not become famous later. In contrast, this
table for Class W is a single, uniform table, for all artists, in as much or as little detail as may
be needed. In the second place, it is faceted, and the user can apply virtually the whole of
Class W to subdivide works on the artist. The table (one and a half pages) is just the outline,
showing modifications.
Index. This has been generated automatically by the suite of programs used to produce the
volume. “Some entries ... are unlikely to be useful sought terms ... it was felt safer to err on
the side of including them ...” The real test is whether the program misses any sought terms;
at first sight this index appears to be a great improvement on many earlier volumes.
And now all that remains to be done is to
get to know the new class, and to try one’s
hand at applying it.

WKB CM9 ENR ?
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The Reduced History Schedule at Queens’ College Library,
Cambridge
Karen Begg and Elizabeth Russell
Karen:
I joined Queens’ in 2003, more than ten years since Bliss had been adopted as the
classification scheme for the 25,000 books in the student ‘working’ library. The librarian
who had managed the reclassification had previously worked at King’s College, a Bliss
pioneer in Cambridge, and with student reinforcements, had been able fairly swiftly to apply
the King’s version, which included some fairly detailed, but draft schedules across the whole
range of Tripos subjects then held in the library of Queens’
Since then, Bliss has inevitably developed, as has the range and depth of textbooks on our
shelves. Subsequent Queens’ librarians had improved and extended certain aspects of the
schedules but also occasionally introduced a degree of discrepancy and confusion. This was
most evident in History, which was still based on the class arrangement used at King’s and
which relied on Graham Howarth’s 1982 version of the schedules. It lacked a full index, and
books on some topics were inappropriately scattered or hard to locate. While powerful
electronic searches could reduce the impact of such problems by identifying scattered stock,
they could not counter inconsistencies that had arisen, for example, from the varied use of the
common auxiliaries and place or period divisions, and the disparate application of notation
for the social, economic, cultural and religious aspects of history. L-O was ripe for an
overhaul and Liz Russell agreed to meet the challenge.
Liz:
So we thought hard and tossed around some ideas to simplify the shelf arrangement and to
reduce the classmarks. We now think we have the answer, and so far in the reclassified
sections, M: European history and O: the Americas, Asia and Africa, it does seem to be
working. Basically we have removed specific topics from the classmark, as they are so easily
located through the computer catalogue, and rely for our final shelf specificity on the type of
history: general, cultural, economic, social or religious. This does mean of course that the
classifier must take care to place the book in the right section, so other schedules may still
need to be consulted to place a topic correctly in its more general area.
Using Spanish history as an example, C is used for general or political history, and at the
country’s classmark or at major periods, the other types of history letters are added to the C.
MCC
MCC E
MCC H
MCC J
MCC L

Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain

general history
cultural history
economic history
social history
religious history

MCP C
MCP CE
MCP CH

Spain
Spain
Spain

16C general history
16C cultural history
16C economic history
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MCP CJ
MCP CL

Spain
Spain

16C social history
16C religious history

At any smaller period divisions, introduced by ‘D’, and one or more letters, add the types of
history letters, E, H, J and L to the end of the classmark.
MCP DF
MCP DFE
MCP DFH
MCP DFJ
MCP DFL

Philip II 1556-1598
cultural history
economic history
social history
religious history

If there are any Bliss users who feel this approach to History is right for their library, please
do get in touch with us at Queens’ as we are willing to help you and to supply copies of the 2
sections now revised. I am about to return to reclassifying the preliminary section, L and will
then tackle N: British history. As the schedule has very much been based on the actual stocks
of the college libraries in Cambridge, the chronological outlines vary greatly in detail, and we
will always be pleased to accept any detail other users can provide.
Liz Russell
Karen Begg

The full Queens’ schedule for periods of Spanish history follows:
MC

SPAIN & PORTUGAL / IBERIAN PENINSULA

MCN

SPAIN

MCN DZK Q

(by period)
Medieval period 500-1479
Moorish domination
Christian Conquest
The Five Medieval Kingdoms add from Aux. 2,
e.g. Aragon MCN DZK
Pedro IV King of Aragon 1336-1387
(x-ref from Pere III of Catalonia)
Alfonso V King of Aragon 1396-1458

MCO
MCO DF
MCO DP

Modern, 1479 onwards
Fernando V & Isabella I 1479-1516
Philip I 1478-1506 (King of Castile for a month in 1506)

MCN
MCN DI
MCN DL
MCN DZ
MCN DZK P

MCO DZ
MCP
MCP DD
MCP DE
MCP DF
MCP DH
MCQ
MCQ DK
MCQ DL
MCQ DM

1500-1706 (or 1800) / early modern
Sixteenth century / Renaissance period
Hapsburg Dynasty 1516-1700
Charles I 1516-1556
see MGQ DV Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor 1519-1556
Philip II 1556-1598
Granada Wars 1568-1570
Seventeenth century
Philip III 1578-1621
Philip IV 1621-1665
Charles II 1665-1700 (the last Hapsburg)
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MCR
MCR DD
MCR DL
MCR DM
MCR DZ

Eighteenth century / Bourbon Dynasty 1700-1808
Charles III, Claimant to the Spanish throne 1704-1711
see MGS DG Charles VI, Holy Roman Emperor 1711-1740
Charles III 1759-1788
Charles IV 1788-1808
1808-1939

MCS
MCS DE
MCS DF
MCS DG
MCS DK
MCS DKZ
MCS DL

Nineteenth century
Napoleonic period 1808-1814
Bourbon Restoration 1814-1868
Carlist War 1833-1840
1868-1886
Revolution 1868-1870
First Republic 1873-1875

MCT
MCT DH
MCT DI
MCT DJ
MCT DK
MCT DL
MCT DQ
MCT DQS
MCT DS

Twentieth century
Alfonso XIII 1902-1931
First World War 1914-1918
Dictatorship of Primo de Rivera, Miguel 1923-1931
Second Republic 1931-1939
Franco, Francisco 1892 (1939)-1975
Civil War 1936-1939
Siege of Bilbao 1937
1939 onwards

MCT DX

Twenty first century

MCU

Local history (general only; prefer subordination to period)
Build from Aux. 2, after G
Spanish colonies and empire.

MCV

In the best tradition of H. E. Bliss, the pattern of the history schedule is modified as needed. Thus for
Italy (and similarly Germany), provision is made ahead of the period schedule for the states which
existed before unification in the 19th century:

MD

ITALY

MDM

(by place) Divide like Aux. 2, adding letters after I.
This is because of the prominence of the city states before unification,
but is for general histories. Add to the period, for the history of a
state in a specific period.
The five most common states are : MDM D Rome
MDM H Sicily
MDM R Florence
MDM UL Milan
MDM W Venice

MDN
MDN DL

(by period)
Medieval period, fall of Rome 475 – 1495
Thirteenth century
Etc.
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Where and When do we go from here?
Geography and History in BC1 and BC2

Antonio’s thoughts on

Readers who have studied the preceding article by Liz Russell and Karen Begg may
justifiably remark, “That’s fine! So is there any reason why we should not proceed with the
rest of the world similarly and publish the volume containing Classes L-O in the fairly near
future?” If only it were so simple!
H. E. Bliss famously paid close attention to what he termed “the educational and scientific
consensus” of the time, taking account of the ways in which subjects were studied and the
literary warrant revealed by patterns of publication. Thus in the history classes, for example,
there is no attempt to impose a uniform, rigid facet of period divisions: the format is adapted,
enumerated and annotated as required to suit the history of the various countries and there are
also, as usual, many alternatives, great and small. Generally this practice was very
successful, but in some respects his classification has left us a legacy which causes problems
to this day.
One of his deviations from a standard pattern was the provision of different orders in the
place facets found in the history classes M-O and Schedule 2. At the beginning of Schedule 2
Bliss wrote
Geographical rather than historical and convenient rather than logical, this schedule is
applicable to any subject that may be specified with regard to countries, nations, etc.,
under sciences, technologies, and arts, and especially under social sciences and
economic studies, but not where other classifications are provided, as under
Philosophy, History, Ethnography, Human Geography, the languages, and the
literatures.
A standard pattern of place divisions, such as may be found in Dewey Decimal Classification
and UDC, undoubtedly has its disadvantages. From time to time a linear sequence displays
apparent associations of places – and likewise disjunctions – which may or may not be
relevant in the context of a particular class, but the advantages of simplicity and predictability
throughout a scheme surely outweigh the disadvantages.
Bliss however produced separate sequences for Schedule 2 and for History, to say nothing of
some other subjects, as indicated in the quotation above, which sometimes run in parallel and
at others diverge markedly. It is hard to see what was gained by this. The “historical”
sequence has some useful collocations in some contexts which would not be achieved by
striving for strict geographical contiguity (e.g., placing the Low Countries next to Spain), but
conversely lacks others arguably just as valid.
The geographical sequence for Schedule 2 in BC1 starts with the Americas (but retains an
alternative for them at the end of the sequence), then continues with Europe, partly inverting
the historical sequence and making other changes, followed by Asia, Australia and NZ,
Africa and Oceania, in that order. By contrast the historical sequence starts with Class M for
Europe, then Class N for the Americas and continues fairly systematically westwards in Class
O for Australia, etc., Asia and finally Africa. Sequences of districts within countries often
differ unpredictably too.

13
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This is probably difficult to appreciate as a piece of text, so the essentials are shown on these
pages. Persevere! There is a reason for giving so much detail.

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j

America, or North America
Alternative is y
United States
Latin America, Mexico, Central and South America Alternative is z
Europe
England, Great Britain, British Empire.
France
Spain, including Portugal.
Southern, or Southwestern Europe: Mediterranean countries.
Italy
Central Europe: The Alps, Switzerland, Austria, Czecho-slovakia,

k
l

Germany
Northern Europe: Scandinavian and Baltic countries: Norway, Sweden, Denmark,

Bohemia, Moravia; and Poland.

Iceland; Netherlands, and Belgium
m Southeastern Europe: Danubian and Balkan countries: Hungary, Rumania,
Yugoslavia, Albania, Greece, Bulgaria.
n Eastern Europe: Russia, U.S.S.R., Ukraine, Georgia, etc.
o Asia, or Central, or Northern, Asia; Siberia.

p
q
r
s
t
u
v
w

Persia and Afghanistan.
India, British India.
China, Chinese lands and peoples, Eastern Asia, the Far East.
Japan
East Indies, including Indo-China and Siam.
Australia, including Tasmania and New Zealand.
Africa.
Oceanic Islands, Oceania, Polynesia
y Alternative for North America.
z Alternative for South America.
Fig. 1 : The condensed version of Schedule 2 in BC1

Bliss’s “convenient rather than logical” Schedule 2 places the Americas first (with
alternatives at the end), and then follows a fairly reasonable course through Europe, apart
from an abrupt jump from the Low Countries to Hungary, uses the USSR as the obvious
route into Asia, working via the East Indies to Australia and New Zealand, then visits Africa
and finally makes a prodigious leap back beyond Australia to Oceania. This is certainly not
ideal, but it is no worse that some other classifications, for example one which placed Mexico
between Canada and the United States.
The comparison with the “historical” sequence becomes even more interesting when viewed
side by side, as shown in Fig. 2 opposite. Here the starting point for the grand tour of Europe
is governed by the desire to give a special place to the history of the Papacy following
general, medieval and modern history. Italy necessarily follows.
One can argue the pros and cons of the rest of the European sequence.
After the British Isles, Bliss worked fairly systematically westwards across the world.
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M
ME
MF
MG-MI
MJ
MK
ML
MM
MN
MO
MP
MQ
MR-MT
MU-MX
NA-NC
ND-NR
NS-NZ
OA-OB
OC
OD
OE-OF
OH
OI
OJ
OK
OL
OM
ON
OO
OP
OQ-OR

Europe [MA-MD = General, and by period]
The Papacy, Temporal Dominion of the Popes
Italy
Germany
Switzerland
Austria, Czechoslovakia, and Poland
Hungary
Southeastern Europe : Yugoslavia, Danubian countries, Balkan states.
Russia, U.S.S.R.
Northern Europe: Scandinavian and Baltic countries.
Netherlands: Holland, Belgium, Luxemburg.
Spain and Portugal
France
Great Britain, British Isles, British Empire, Commonwealth; Ireland
North America; Canada
United States
Latin America: Mexico, Central America, West Indies, South America.
Australia
New Zealand
Oceania
East Indies, Indonesia, Philippines
Asia: Eastern Asia: Far East, Malaya, Siam, French Indo-China
China, the Chinese Empire.
Japan
Siberia, Northern Asia
Central and Western Asia
Southern Asia, including the Middle East
India
Afghanistan
Persia, Iran
Southwestern Asia, the Near East, the Moslem empire:
Turkey, Transcaucasia, Arabia, Iraq, Syria, Palestine, Israel

OS
OT
OU
OV
OW
OX
OY

Africa
Northern Africa: Egypt, Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, Barbary States, Sahara
Eastern Africa: Ethiopia, Italian possessions, British possessions, Portuguese, etc.
Southern Africa: Union of South Africa, Southwestern Africa, Angola, etc.
Central Africa: Belgian Congo, and French Equatorial Africa
Western Africa: Cameroons, Nigeria, French West Africa, etc.
Oceanic islands, not Coastal, not named under Countries
Fig. 2 : Outline of the History Classes M-O in BC1

In the early 1970s the BC2 team were considering what to do about all this. One of the
Penultimate draft schedules (1973?) made proposals for the place facet of the History classes
and also Schedule 2, with attached detailed arguments and explanatory notes. “Although the
revision of the rest of the BC is radical, this particular draft is better described as a
conservative one.” The assumption seems to have been that the history classes would largely
follow Bliss’s broad pattern – L Auxiliary studies, M Europe, N the Americas and O
Australia, etc, Asia and Africa – replacing Bliss’s use of commas to mark off additions from
the period tables (Schedule 4) almost entirely by the kind of alphabetic synthesis used in
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BC2. Where Bliss’s original had MC Modern history of Europe, MD Recent history and ME
The Papacy, some adjustments were made to provide new places for the Mediterranean area
MDX and also Spain and Portugal at ME and MEP.
Further adjustments were made
elsewhere, notably a new schedule for the history of the Indian subcontinent at ON.
Schedule 2, which at that time used lower-case letters, was revised, but not radically, as
stated, apart from more detail and updates to names of places, of course. Bliss’s alternative
for the Americas at y and z was used, making room for the Ancient World at a/c (later this
became C, with A/B given to other concepts of place, which could be used to subdivide C/Z).
When BC2 began publication in 1977, the outlines of the full scheme showed
L9
LA-LB
LG
LY-LI
M-O

Biography
Ancillary studies
By subject
By period
By continent and country [as BC1]

However, from 1987 when Class T appeared, the outlines have shown Class L almost
unchanged, followed by
M
N
O

Favoured country
Other countries. (As Schedule 2)
Local history... Biography
Alternative only for local history

In other words, the old BC1 sequence of history classes has been replaced by one fully
consistent with Schedule 2. In passing it may be remarked that if the options for both
Favoured Country and Local History are adopted, they would be sadly separated by all the
rest of the world! Countries by Schedule 2 – Favoured country – Local history (of place in
Favoured country) might make better sense.
The Queens’ schedule builds on a version produced in the early 1980s. Something of this
kind is doubtless used by the other Cambridge libraries, and will presumably continue to be
used there for the foreseeable future. How many existing users would wish or be able to
reclassify to “new” BC2?
It is clear that a great deal of work is required before we can present a revised and integrated
set of new-style BC2 History classes to our publishers. We shall need
 A (more radical?) revision of Schedule 2, to incorporate many corrections, changes to
names, changes to jurisdictional areas, maybe some better collocations if they can be
fitted in, and – particularly important for the History classes – provision for older
kingdoms, states, etc., for example for medieval and renaissance Europe and precolonial Africa (as in the new Class W);
 some further revision of Class L;
 revision of the structure of classes M-O to provide not only regular synthesis for
maximum predictability but also maximum flexibility reflecting the special needs of
the histories of the various countries; and
 a lot of help from experts both within and outside the Association.
We should be thinking about this now. History Leader, please step forward!
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The way we were : development of the printed schedules in BC2

The (Penultimate) Draft Schedules from the early 1970s looked like this (except that they
were in purple spirit duplicator ink). Note the classmarks from BC1, where available, in the
right hand margin. Some of these schedules have had a surprisingly long life as provisional
classification in one form or another in several libraries, pending publication of the completed
BC2 volumes.
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The earliest classes of BC2, from the Auxiliary Schedules and Classes J and P in 1977 to H in
1980 looked something like this, with small, rather fuzzy monospaced type. The hierarchies
were shown by careful indentation, two characters inset for each level.
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With Class K, Society (1984), leader lines were introduced. In addition to leading the eye
from classmark to caption, they indicated the hierarchical indentation far more clearly. This
feature has been retained in all volumes published subsequently.
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Class T, Economics, and Management of Economic Enterprises (1987), should have heralded
a brave new world of computer-aided schedule and index production and improved typography for us. Unfortunately there were many errors in both schedules and index, some of
them quite inexplicable, for example, (Claims, Adjusting) and (Pollution, Oil pollution) in the
left hand column above, and portions omitted from the index (see final pages of this issue of
the Bulletin!).
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The 1990 revision of Class J, Education, introduced the style used for all following volumes
before the publication of Class W, The Arts, this year. A clearer typeface and greatly
improved programs for the production of the camera-ready copy of the schedules and index
set a new standard.
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Amendments and Corrections to BC2
Class T : Index, Contamination – Covering
The index to Class T has many serious omissions, largely caused by faults in the software used to prepare the
text for printing. The following is a rough-and-ready stopgap for one of the more glaring omissions : it is not
presented as a perfect, edited piece of chain indexing. Suggestions for other paste-in lists (better still,contributions of lists which have already been compiled) will be considered for a future issue of the Bulletin.

Contamination as hazard : insurance
Content of promotional messages
Contests in advertisements
Contingencies (accounts)
Contingency indemnities : accident
insurance
Contingency planning : information
management
Contingency planning : management
processes
Contingency reserves : accounting
Contingent liability : accounting
Contingent liability clause : insurance
Contingent liability indemnity : motor
insurance
Continuing strip advertisements
Continuing training : personnel
management
Continuity strip : advertising copy
Continuous flow production
Continuous operation
Continuous research : marketing
research
Continuous stationery
Contra entries : accounting
Contraband insurance
Contract guarantee : accident insurance
Contract labour : workforce
Contract manufacturing of exports
Contract of sale insurance
Contract work : employment
Contract work and management
Contracting out of state pensions scheme
Contraction : management processes
Contraction : market system
Contracts (general) with customers,
consumers
Contracts : conditions of purchase
Contracts : government market
Contracts : production management
Contractual appointments : conditions of
service : personnel management
Contractual sales force (1988)
Contractual vertical marketing systems :
marketing intermediaries
Contract costing : accounting
Contributory negligence liability
Contributory pensions : life assurance
Contributory pensions schemes :
personnel management
Contributory schemes : social security
benefits : personnel management

THIFR
TWKRW
TWLXN
TTMD
THNV

Control : budgets, national budgets
Control of circulation of records
Control of personnel health : health and
safety management
Control periods : cost accounting
Control research : marketing research
Controlled funding of pensions
Controlling company accounts
[= accounts of controlling company]
Conurbation markets
Convenience stores
Convenors : trades unions
Conventional Gregg shorthand
Conventions : accounting
Conversion : currency : international
economy
Conversion : loans : securities
Conversion of long- to short-term debt :
credit
Conversion of resources : economic
resources
Conversion rights : loans : securities
Convertibility of currencies :
international economy
Convertible currencies : international
economy
Convertible debentures : investment
Convertible loan stock (liabilities) :
accounting
Convertible loans : securities
Convertible money : currency
Cooling-off period : industrial relations
Cooperating : management processes
Cooperation : economic planning
Cooperation of insurers (w. repairers &c)
Cooperation of insurers (with repairers,
etc.) : motor insurance
Cooperative advertising
Cooperative banks
Cooperative exporting organizations
Cooperative insurance companies
Cooperative interaction : industrial
relations
Cooperative interaction in management
Cooperative land : economic resources
Cooperative underwriting
Cooperatives
Coordinating : management processes
Coordination : economic planning
Co-ownership : industrial relations
Co-partnership : profit-sharing schemes :
industrial relations

TSGJBNW
TRNW
TTMOQ
TTMD
THNWFUH
THSNWFK
TWOJQV
TURSP
TWLTT
TMEH
TMEH
TWGE9CF
TSQJEWN
TTLD
THLSV
THNNJ
TLXU
TXPSS
THLRX
TLRR
TUORR
THWAIF
TRXG
TELK
TXLYM
TXSM
TYDQM
TVEGM
TUSVX
TXGDXFL
TXLM
TTQKV
THNWFUN
THWGC
TUQXR
TUQXFC
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TNHE
TSTKN
TUUNDW
TTPEPP
TWGE9CF
THWATSN
TTXXE
TXMR
TXWE
TLDNGBL
TSRGT
TTLIEG
TOFTGT
TGQO
TGHM
TKRS
TGQP
TOFTJC
TOFXK
TGRJ
TTMIP
TGQN
TFSXG
TLJSAHX
TRKK
TAL
THGGT
THSGGT
TWMG
TFNX
TXPRJ
THBN
TLEX
TUEX
TKUK
THHB
TMW
TRKJ
TAK
TLFR
TLFL
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Copper coins : currency
Copy, advertising copy
Copying in offices
Copyright (accounts)
Copyright : brand management
Copyright insurance
Core product : marketing mix
Corporate bank accounts
Corporate bodies tax
Corporate capital reorganisation
Corporate finance
Corporate image : public relations
Corporate investment
Corporate persons insurance
Corporate securities : financial
management
Corporate separation
Corporate state : market economies
Corporate strategy : management
processes
Corporate vertical marketing systems :
marketing intermediaries
Corporation tax : accounting
Correspondence in offices
Corrosion as hazard : insurance
Corvˆe : tax systems
Cost (general) : supply & demand and
exchange
Cost absorption : cost accounting
Cost accounting : management
accounting
Cost allotment : cost accounting
Cost analysis : cost accounting
Cost analysis sheets : cost accounting
Cost and price (together) : supply &
demand and exchange
Cost apportionment : cost accounting
Cost awareness : cost accounting
Cost basis of accounting
Cost benefit analysis : cost accounting
Cost centres : cost accounting
Cost concept : cost accounting
Cost consciousness : cost accounting
Cost control : cost accounting
Cost control account
Cost depletion : cost accounting
Cost effectiveness : cost accounting
Cost elements : cost accounting
Cost estimate : cost accounting
Cost finding : management accounting
Cost flow : cost accounting
Cost manuals
Cost of accidents, etc : risks :insurance
Cost of capital : financial management
Cost of capital : investment appraisal
Cost of goods purchased : expenses :
accounting
Cost of living
Cost of production (income statement)
Cost of sales (income statement)
Cost of sales : expenses : accounting
Cost recovery : cost accounting
Cost reduction : cost accounting
Cost sheets : cost accounting

TFRMV
TWLR
TSS
TTLVT
TWGXQ
THNPC
TWGWJ
TFHQ
TNNM
TTVT
TTR
TXEW
TTT
THKC
TTSQ

Cost statements : cost accounting
Cost transactions : stock exchange
Cost units : cost accounting
Cost value : accounting
Costing : cost accounting
Costing periods : management
accounting
Cost-oriented pricing : marketing mix
Cost-output ratios : production
Cost-plus government contracts
Cost-plus pricing : marketing mix
Cost-push inflation
Costs (expenses) : accounting
Cottage industry
Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance, COMECON
Counselling : corporate communication
Counselling in insurance
Counter displays : sales promotion
Counter service : retail point of sale
Counter services : offices
Counterfeiting : currency
Country dwellers as policy holders
Countryside, migration of labour from
Countryside, migration of labour to
Coupons : bearer securities
Coupons in advertisements
Coupons in insurance
Court bonds sureties : insurance
Cover notes : insurance policies
Cover, solvency : issue of money by
central banks
Coverage limits on insurance policies
Covered bears : stock exchange
Covering substances : writing equipment

TTWI
TPNX
TRNV
TXLK
TTNUQ
TSUC
THIFP
TNLF
TCT
TTPTJ
TTP
TTPQ
TTPPW
TTPGWR
TCS
TTPQEP
TTPTG
TTIKN
TTPS
TTPQU
TTPER
TTPTG
TTPTF
TTKMS
TTPTH
TTPTE
TTPTL
TTPTMV
TTP
TTPTN
TTPBPW
THCWC
TTRV
TTTQR
TTMXU
TJN
TTOGV
TTOGXT
TTMXT
TTPTJ
TTPTF
TTPGWQ
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TTPGWQ
TGNS
TTPQT
TTIK
TTPPV
TTPEP
TWHS
TJBIUT
TYDQRT
TWHSP
TEG
TTMU
TMCP
TOWC
TXEX
THCY
TXFTW
TXTQ
TSPTN
TFRJX
THJKT
TLNKR
TLNKU
TGQC
TWLXL
THEXD
THKWF
THEXH
TFKLF
THET
TGOE
TSQJEQE

